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Find yourself in for another enjoyable adventure in Mini Militia – Doodle Army 2 as you dive into the exciting side-scrolling shooter experiences. Put aside the simple graphics and unique art styles, Doodle Army 2 is one of the best shooters that you can have on your system.Pick up your avatar from many, choose your starting weapons and collect all
kinds of firepower along the way. Challenge online gamers through many exciting game modes or play the game alone as you take on various challenges.Find out more about this amazing game from Miniclip.com with our reviews.StoryThe game was based on the famous stickman shooter Doodle Army based on the fans’ suggestions and feedbacks.
And not to our surprises, the game has become quite popular thanks to its simple and straightforward gameplay.That being said, in the game, you can pick your own characters and dive into the endless shooter experiences through multiple single-player levels or pick up epic online challenges with other online gamers.With multiple avatars, you can
easily customize your characters when going online. In addition, with a huge collection of various weapons and equipment, you are free to enjoy the exciting shooter experiences with your characters.FeaturesHere you’ll find all the exciting features that the game has to offer:Simple, intuitive and addictive gameplayUnlike many other shooter titles,
gamers in Doodle Army 2 can easily find themselves getting used to the controls and gameplay relatively quick. This is mostly due to the intuitive side-scrolling shooter mechanics which you’ve already quite familiar with and the simplified controls that allow you to do almost anything.Feel free to pick up your favorite avatars, put on your buffs, collect
the powerful guns, and dive into multiple game modes both online and offline in Doodle Army 2.A variety of different firepowerAnd with a large collection of different guns and multiple equipment, gamers in Doodle Army 2 will find themselves enjoying the shooter gameplay to the max. Feel free to pick up your favorite guns with unique powers to deal
with your opponents. And don’t forget about the useful equipment like shields, armored vests, and so on. These will give you decisive advantages during the challenges.Along with the ranged-weapons, the game also features awesome melee weapons that you can pick up anytime and slice up your opponents with them. That being said, you can make
uses of your daggers, machete, baseball bat, and many others.Pick and customize your own charactersFor those who’re interested, Doodle Army 2 also allows gamers to pick up their own favorite avatars featuring the most fierce and bad-ass commanders that you can take to battles. Feel free to choose your favorite heroes as you take them to the epic

battle against the others. In addition, there are also multiple customizations that you can make on your heroes thanks to the various available accessories.Different buffs to make uses ofTo allow gamers to become more capable during battles, the game also features a variety of different buffs that you can pick up before the challenges. That being said
you can quickly regenerate HP with Health Regen, increase your rate of fire with Boost Increase, or increase the accuracy of your shots to take down the enemies with ease. Collect the right buffs and use them at the right moments to gain advantages against your enemies.Explore various offline game modesTo begin with, gamers in Doodle Army 2
will find themselves having access to a variety of different game modes that they can enjoy.For starters, you can begin your journey in the Training battles. Feel free to pick up various buffs and weapons to test them out as you quickly get familiar to the gameplay.And once you’re comfortable with the game, you can start picking the awesome shooter
challenges with your friends through the local multiplayer game modes. Pick your teams and go against the others or dive into the epic brawls where everybody cares only for themselves.Lastly, those who wish to test their skills and abilities in extreme challenges can pick up the Survival mode where you’ll have to go against hordes of enemies. Take
them down and try to stay alive for as long as possible in this unwinnable challenge.Take on the online challenges with gamers from all over the worldAnd for those who wish to enjoy the game with other online gamers from all over the world, Doodle Army 2 also allows you to pick up the exciting online shooter challenges with up to 6 different gamers
in a single matchup. Join an existing match or create your own and let others join you in these epic shooter experiences.Connect the game to your Google Play Services for unlockable contentsIf you’re still interested in discovering other challenges in the game, you can also have your Google Play Services account connected to the game to unlock
some amazing features. This includes the awesome Achievements that you can complete throughout the game to unlock special rewards.In addition, you’ll also unlock the useful online backup feature on the game. This would allow the game to automatically upload the save files on your online drives. Hence, whenever you return to the game, you’ll be
back where you started.Not to mention that this will also allow you to quickly find your social friends who’re also playing the game. Hence, you can easily get your team matchups whenever you want.Free to playAnd despite all the amazing features that were introduced, the creators of Doodle Army 2 still manage to surprise us with their free-to-play
game. That being said, you can easily have the game installed on your mobile devices without having to pay anything.Have the game unlocked with our modWhile you can enjoy most of the in-game features and game modes for completely free, it still features some in-app purchases and advertisements that can seriously piss you off. That being said,
you might want to take a look at our modified version of the game which introduces gamers to the completely unlocked features.With this, you can purchase unlimited upgrades and customizations for your characters using the unlimited money, get rid of the annoying advertisements, and most importantly, giving you the Pro Pack for completely free.
And, all you need to do is to have the Doodle Army 2 Mod APK installed on your mobile devices.Visual and sound qualityGraphicsThe game features the simple 2D graphics which you can find on most other Android titles. In fact, at first, it even looks dull and features nothing special. However, that doesn’t mean that the game looks bad though. On the
other hand, the unique and messy art make each character and the environments look just like what they’re planned, the doodles. This gives you an entire refreshing and exciting feels about the gameplay. Plus, the undemanding graphics also mean that you can easily enjoy the game on your low-end devices without experiencing any lags or
stutters.Sound/MusicWith intuitive and accurate sound effects that focus on the battles themselves, the game allows Android gamers to fully immersed in the epic shooting experiences. Enjoy the addictive shooters with awesome audio experiences.Download Mini Militia – Doodle Army 2 Mod latest 5.3.7 Android APKFor those who’re interested in
Pixel Gun 3D and Stick War: Legacy, Doodle Army 2 is another great Android shooter game for you to enjoy. With a variety of exciting game modes and in-game features, you’ll not be disappointed with what you’re about to experience. Enjoy the fully unlocked gameplay with our mod whenever you’re ready. Doodle army 2 or Mini militia is a famous
multiplayer game. Once you play, you will be highly addicted to it. It has a classic 2D game feel in which a stick man is surviving himself in a jungle and different maps. Finding different weapons on a map, flying with nitro, bombs makes this game more interesting and engaging. To make this game more awesome and winning, different developers
modified it according to their desires. Here is the best Mini Militia Mod APK with pro pack unlocked. Moreover, this mod has unlimited health, ammo, battle points as well. enjoy! Find other exciting features filled with advanced mini militia mod apks below and always win the game when you play with competitors. Mini Militia Mod Apk Latest Version
2022: Mini militia mods are very famous among players. Each mod has different qualities and features designed by the developer. Here each mod is listed along with features and a way to download a link. All mod versions of the mini militia are added in this website including basic mods as well as advanced mods. Stay with us till the end of the article,
and you will be amazed by the best mods. check the popularity of different mods worldwide in the following info-graphics. you can downloadlatest version of mini militia mod apk below Click hereReleased: January 2022 Mini Militia mods popularity (info-graphics) Pro-Pack mod v5.3.7 (latest 2022): Same as other games, mini militia also limit some
features to free users and asks them to pay to unlock more features. That’s why its name is Pro pack (Professional pack). The price of the pro pack is around $5 but in this mod apk doodle army you will download it for free. You may also want to know how to play Mini Militia. In the pro pack, you will enjoy many features that were unavailable in the
free version such as: Online content unlockedRocket launcher and other pro weaponsSniper rifleCarry 2 deadly gun at onceDual wield for pro weaponsMore awesome avatar skinsAnd much more… Pro Pack Unlocked Released: Nov 2022 Mod By AC Market: Best stable mod for playing Mini Militia mod game developed by AC market. It supports both,
either you play online or play with friends. This mod has a pro pack unlocked and has many battle points. You can use the battle points to shop different powers from mini militia stores. Many people don’t know about the store in-app but is exists and you can find in the lower right corner of the app. Otherwise, you have to purchase pro pack, but now
you don’t need to spend a single penny. We have provided you the pro pack unlocked mod. Pro Pack Unlocked Released: 2022 Unlimited Health, ammo, nitro Mod: This mod is specifically for those who want to play the game with unlimited health, unlimited nitro, and unlimited ammo or bullets. Explanation and downloading link is given in the below
paragraphs. Unlimited health mod: In a mini militia game, health refers to player life. It is appeared on upper left corner. Usually a player lost his life with some bullet attacks or electric shock attacks. But how amazing if your player never lost his life. Yes! No player can kill you either online or play via LAN wifi. You can also check GTA 5 apk.
Unlimited Ammo mod: Ammo are the bullet sets of any gun you pick in game. In normal game, each gun comes with limited number of ammo or bullets. These ammo finished after some time and other player can kill with his bullets when you are zero on ammo. But developers solved this by modifying core files and added unlimited ammo facility.
Shoot as much bullets as you can and kill your competitors Unlimited Nitro: Mini Militia have feature of flying. Your player can fly for limited time if you have nitro. Nitro reloads after some time and then flying capability begins. Means you have to wait for nitro power to fill. But in this mod, you can fly for unlimited time because nitro will never finish.
Nitro also helps to escape quickly from enemy. To use unlimited nitro, ammo and health mod click Download mod button. Also don’t forget to check GOD MOD in next paragraphs. Unlimited Money or Battle points: In this mod, unlimited battle points are added besides other features. You can shop from store with these battle points and equip
upgrades and weapons as maximum as possible. Special Avatars mod (Unlocked): While playing game you might be impressed by the avatars of other players. While you have only few boring avatars. Stop worrying! Here in this mod apk of doodle army you will have access of all avatars, Even you can make yours custom version of it. All outlook
features are unlocked along with battle points and health. Advanced Mini Militia mods: Developers modified code of game to achieve advanced features that one can never imagine in original apk file. There are following Mini militia mod apks are available: How to install Mini Militia mod apk in android? You can install and enjoy game in yours android
device by following mentioned steps: Go to setting of yours mobile, then security option and allow unknown sources to install apk files on yours device. You will find this option under Device Administration tab.Download mod apk from our site.If you are using laptop or pc download this file to yours pc and then transfer to your mobile device.Press
install, then mini militia mod apk will be installed in your mobileNow play with your friends or play online! Enjoy! Mini Militia game play [Terminologies defined]: It is a fantastic multiplayer game that will never bore you. Doodle army man lost in the jungle with enemies all around loaded with weapons. Gameplay is classic yet interesting. For example,
all of your cousins gathered at any place and you don’t have even connectivity to the internet, still, you guys can play together and enjoy. This is the main reason behind its amazing popularity. When connected to internet (Online): This game gives you three options to play. The first option is quick to play and the second option is to Play Online. These
two option requires internet connectivity to play. Quickplay is the game mod where you just have to choose map and game will be started with random players over the internet. In this mode you will play with 6 random players from all over the world. Most of mini militia modified variants work on this quick mode. In-Play online mode, you also need
internet connectivity. This is further divided into 3 more sub-option to choose from. Free for all: As the name suggest, you can play the game without making any teams. Same like Quick play mode, just chose map and start playing with random players over the world. Team Death Match: This is the best mode which add more excitement and fun in the
game. This mode provides ability to make teams and play against each other. Same like previous, random people will be there for teaming an playing in random server. This option is alos available in all mini militia mod apk on this site. Custom game: If you want to join any specific mini militia server instead of random one, this option is for you! I
personally like “New Player America server” and “Battle Zone America server”. Choice can be vary person to person based on many facts. SO it’s all depends on your priorities. If you a real action game lover, check out GTA san andreas apk. Play with friends over internet: If you want to play mini militia with your specific friends who lives in other
cities but have internet connectivity, then this option is for you. For this you have to add your friends in a server and then start playing. To avail this option, login in game via google play or Facebook is necessary. Without Internet Connection: In addition to playing with internet connectivity, mini militia comes with option to play offline ( when not
connected to internet). This option is shown as “Practice (Local)”. Enjoy game over LAN wifi connection or via Bluetooth. You can play mini militia with friends in following ways. Add friends on mini militia (LAN Wifi)? To enjoy game with your fellows, friends or cousins, you need to connect all other mobile phones with hotspot of one phone known as
host. When all mobiles or players are connected to the same host, then they all can see the option to join game otherwise option will not be visible. Host set the game name that will appear on other screens and maximum 12 players can join one host game connected to the same hotspot. When you ready just press ready button and the game will star
after 6 seconds. Play via Bluetooth: Its connection theme is similar as in case of Wi-Fi, but here the connection medium is Bluetooth. This mode is still under construction but once it released it will work in the way as explained. Here 4 options are provided in “Practice Local” play that are explained below: Death Match: In this mode you can play as
individual or as group and try to kill each other to get maximum points, One with higher points will be considered as winner. You have to play with each other, no player other than yours team will enter in map. Survival CO-OP: This mode is designed for playing in such a way to kill enemies send by mini militia servers. Also this mode has the ability to
create groups. Survival Solo: You have to play as individual and kill enemies send by app. This is also best for practicing. Training: If you are total newbie, mini militia comes with a training mode option. Here captain will guide you and teach you gameplay i.e. using guns, nitro, flying, shooting, etc. FAQs: How do I Download mods for mini militia? Mini
Militia have different mods filled with different features. You can Download mods from different websites by following given steps: Go to www.minimilitiamodapk.netBrowse for your desired modDownload mod apk file directly from yours mobileInstall apk in yours mobile and have fun. Here all collection of latest mods is available at
minimilitiamodapk.net . Following mods are readily available for Download: List of all mini militia mod apk: Pro Pak ModGOD ModMega ModUnlimited health ModUnlimited nitro ModUnlimited Ammo ModAll in one ModWall cross ModUltra ModOne Shot Kill ModMortal modImmortal modCFT and latest ones. What is mini militia Pro Pack? Mini
Militia pro pack is premium version of original game. It contains some additional features such as Battle points to buy Additional upgrades, New Character avatars, Access to advanced guns such as sniper. Ability to pick two deadly guns etc. But you can Download Pro Pack mod apk free of cost from here. It is considered as one of the best mini milita
mod apk. How do I Download mini militia wall mod apk? Downloading mini militia mod is not a tough task. You can easily Download mini militia wall mod by following given steps: Go to website minimilitiamodapk.net or APKPROX – Download Mod APK Games.Search for Wall Mod apkClick on pageClick on Download Wall mod apkDownload it on yours
android phoneInstall and play How to play mini militia mod apk? Mini militia mod apk is a 2D game based on survival theme. You have enemies all around and you have to save yourself from them. Controls are really simple yet effective. Pick guns and attack on others. Video is added below. Watch out and you will have better idea about playing mini
militia. How do I Download mini militia to my computer? You can download mini militia in yours PC, you can even play it on your computer. To play mini militia on Computer Click here. Can I play mini militia in PC? Yes, to play mini militia on pc using android emulator. Actually you can play any android game on PC. A complete step by step process is
explained here. Is Mini Militia available for Windows Phone? Unfortunately, You cannot play mini militia on windows phone. Altough you can play on Windows laptop, or pc using android emulators such as bluestack or nox. How do you play mini militia from different places? By adding your friends from different locations, you can play multiplayer
game with your friends. This option is located in lower right corner of game. For this, you friends must be connected via internet and they all must sign in to the game. Another way to play mini militia with friends from different locations is to make a separate game room (server) and ask friends to join it. In this way you will have a room including your
friends only. No matter in which city or country they are! All they need to play is to have access to quality internet. That’s it! If you still have any confusion about playing this game online, click here for video demonstrations. Is Mini Militia available for PC? If you want to enjoy mini militia on PC or laptop, here is complete step by step guide with
pictures. How do you play mini militia online? Mini Militia is now a property on mini clip and does not any option to play online. It is installation based game. So, Any device is required for installation to play this game e.g android, iOS or Windows PC. Is Andy better than Blue Stacks for playing mini militia? As per our experience and reviews from
different users, We can conclude that Blue Stack is far better than Andy for playing this game. Is Blue Stacks a virus? No, the problem is people download it from unofficial sources. Blue stack is android emulator and completely legal to use. I would suggest you to download this emulator from official website and you will never have a problem. It
works smoothly for medium level games such as doodle army 2. Is Mini Militia available for Windows Phone? Mini militia is available only on Android and iOs operating systems. Unfortunately it is not available on windows store. How do I play mini militia on my laptop? You can download mini militia doodle army 2 on yours laptop from here. This
article also contain “How to play on pc or laptop” How do I download mini militia wall hack? Downloading mini militia hacks is not a tough task. You can easily download mini militia wall hack by following given steps: Go to website www.minimilitiamodapk.net.Search for Wall Hack Mod apk.Click on page.Click on Download Wall hack mod
apk.Download it on yours android phone.Install and play How do you play mini militia with hotspot? An option named as “Play Local” is available in mini militia menu where one need to host the game via hotspot. All other players in hotspot range, join same hotspot and play against each other in same game. Follow given steps to play game with
hotspot: Turn on mobile Hotspot.Open the appChoose third option named as “Practice Local”Then chose Death MatchClick on LAN WifiHere you will find the option named as “HOST”.Click on HOST. Now ask your friends to connect to yours hotspot and follow same above steps. But instead of clicking on host they have to click on join. When all
friends join yours hosted game then click on start. The game is started! Enjoy with fellows.
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